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Earl.Raab

THE ISRAELI CONNECTION

San Francisco Revisited

A quarter of a century ago, in an article on San Francisco, I suggested
that this city could serve as a kind of laboratory for testing the future
of Jews in the American diaspora.
It was, for many Jews, as dismal a thought as it was an apt
Having been a

significan~

one~

part of a frontier city from its beginnings,

the San Francisco Jewish community was in.a more advanced stage of
integration than any other sizeable

Je~1ish

community in the country.

By

corollary, Jewish community life was, to a futuristic degree, de-ghettoized,
de-Europeanized

~

and, some proposed, de .. Judaized.

It was then reported by a prominent San Francisco Jew that he asked
"what in the world is that'?" when he first heard a group of Los Angelenos
break into Yiddish.

When the American Council for Judaism was formed

several years earlier, over half of its 2500 national members were San
Franciscans.
There was a strong suggestion that a disproportion of San Francisco Jewry
"could very well be happy in a church of different proportions •••• A church
that would be named, say, the American Mosaic (or MOnotheistic) church
where people who believed in Moses' one

Goa could convene to make their

simple devotions, renew their faith in the moral tone of life, and where
their children could attend Sunday School •••• Culturally, this segment of
the population has lost its basic contact with the historical language
and literature of Judaism.

Hebrew education is barely existent.

And

the European accent is, of course, completely gone,"ome critics feel
that)e •• the leadership has a minimal concept of a Jewish community life,
which will inevitably lead to the self-annihilation of the Jewish communit Yo l1
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A quarter of a century later, it is obvious that
has not committed suicide.

~e

San Francisco Jewry·

To the contrary, a Jewish revival seems to

have taken place, even more dramatically than in the rest of the countryo
Of course, ·the more quiescent the patient, the more dramatic the revival.
And, at first glance, it might appear that the San Francisco laboratory
has produced only an extreme case of a standard finding:

Apply a quantum

of 1967 vintage Israel to. tired Jewish blood, and the Jewish pulse will
once again quicken.
But what does such a quickened Jewish pulse mean for the enduring quality
of Jewish life?

Is it that spurt of blush and vigor which patients in

extremis are supposed to sometimes exhibit· just before their demise?
Is it Indian Summer? False pregnancy?
The San Francisco laboratory is still in a position to provide some

uniqu~

perspectives, still being the advance station in American Jewish integration e
The full involvement of Jews in the open public life of San Francisco was
noted in 1950.

In 1976,. the symptomatic evidence of that comfortable

involvement continues.

In a city where 6 per cent of the population is

Jewish, 3 out of the 11 members of the Board of Supervisors are assertively
Jewish.

The president of that Board is Jewish, having received the largest

popular vote.

The last president of that Board, having received the

popular vote, was Jewish.

largest

In 1950, the President of the Chamber of Commerce

was Jewish; in 1976, the President of the Chamber of Commerce is Jelolish.
And so forth.

It is not these symptoms in themselves.which are so important,

as the un-selfconcious matter-of-factness, and the length of tradition
which surround them.
social life.

And that is the

gen~ral

quality of San Francisco's

Even the last bastion of snobdom, the Pacific Union Club,

has begun to accept Jews.

As a result, the symptoms of this perilous

-.l-

freedom, such as religious intermarriage, are still relatively strong.
There is a new-fashioned disadvantage looming for the Jews in the inner
city which deserves further attention, but that just underlines the
extent of their full integration into the "other-white" society.
It was against this

ba~kground

of advanced integration - some prefer

the term "assimilation" - that some basic internal conflict in the
Jewish community played.

0

In 1950 this was written:

" ••• there has developed 'a deeparooted set of conflicts, and a Jewish
community on the verge of schism.

This schism is not so notable for

its actual violence or disruptive effect, or for the number of people
involved, as for its symptomatic quality and its implications for American
Jewry in general.

The history of the conflict is 'not just a pretty scrap

for power (which it sometimes has all the earmarks of being) or a local fight
for "democracy", or an ideological dispute on this or that specific; but
it seems ultimately a reflection of sharp differences in approaching the
fundamental problems of Jewish identity in America."
In 1976 there is still a basic internal conflict which reflects sharp
differences in approaching Jewish identity.

The surface specifics of

that conflict have changed, are more subtle, and create much less the
image of "schism", but the thematic slogan is the same., In 1950, the
critics complained about the need for a "more specifically Jewish"
'complexion to the community."

Today, the critics, - largely a nevI set

of people - make the same complaint.
of Jewish feeling,,"

They refer repeatedly to a "lack

Those critics who have been around for a decade

or so admit that there has been a revival, a "resurgence" of some kind
in San Francisco, but still feel that something essential, something
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"Jewishll is missing, especially among the leadership, although they
are as uncertain about exactly what they mean by IIlac k of Jewishness ll
as were their predecessors a generation ago.
The generic theme of the Conflict may remain the same, but the surface
issues have certainly changed.

In the Fall of 1949, the Council for

Judaism published some anti-Zionist ads, to inform San Francisco Jews
t

that lIyou are . not..;;t- in exile."

The Survey Committee, a leadership group,

0

synonymous with Jewish Welfare Federation leadership, which called itself
"the duly organized and recognized agency for public relations in our
community", decided to make some statements of its own.

The Survey Com-

mittee castigated the Council for Judaism for "the disruptive character"
of its ads, but also attacked Ben Gurion and Daniel Frisch for remarks
they had made concerning the responsibilities of American Jews to Israel.
The Critics were furious, especially with the Survey Committee.

The issue,

presumably, was Israel.
Israel no longer seems to divide the San Francisco Jewish community.
As a matter of fact, the Jewish "establishment", once attacked for its:
tepidity towards Israel, is now attacked by local Breira for its knee-jerk
commitment to Israel.

The Council for Judaism has no local presence.

The successor to the Survey Committee, a standard Jewish Community Relations
Council, has become the organizing center of pro-Israel -public activity in
the

community~

In 1948 a picket line was set up by some- Jews in front of

the British consulate to protest the refusal- to allow
in Palestine.

~efugees

to debark

The Survey Committee promptly disavowed the picketing and

apologized to the British consulate.

In 1975, it was the Survey Committee's

establishment successor which organized the-picketing outside the Mexican
consulate, as it had in earlier years outside the French, Japanese and

-~-

other consulates ,on Israel-related matters.

The San Francisco synagogue

which had once served as thfl spiritual center for local leaders of the
Council for Judaism - and whose Rabbi was once one of those leadersbecame the exemplar for a nationally renowned program which send
confirmation classes to- Israel during the Summer ..
These dramatic reversals in the San Francisco laboratory can be multiplied
endlessly, and, in themse,lves, merely suggest that an advanced condition
of Americanization did not create an immunity among Jews to the pull
of Israel.
But i t is not just that the Sari Francisco Jewry has become

indistingu~shabJe

from the rest of the country in its political, financial and public
support of Israel"
as they have

Other aspects of Jewish life have flowered concomitantly,

elsewhere~

Several Jewish day schools have been created and

are supported by the Jewish establishment.
virginally in Reform synagogues.

Afternoon Hebrew schools flourish

Jewish clubs exist in several high schools.

Jewish students stroll around the schools

wea~~~g

yarmulkes and Mogen David.

The successor to the old Survey Committee has demand and received official
standing for the Jewish community as an "ethnic group" for purposes of
creating a Jewish presence in the schools.

The Jewish community has sent

hundreds of volunteer teachers into the schools to discuss Jewish history
and culture; and has held extensive in-service classes for public school
teachers •.
All of this WQuld have been unthinkable in the San

Fr~ncisco

In any terms, it certainly qualifies as a Jewish revival.

of 1950.

Its brunt

is carried .by younger Jews, but i t is w:f.th the support and acquescence
of the-older Jews who were in or rising to establishment leadership in 1950.
Indeed, the greater significance is that their younger generation is at
the center of the Jewish revival.· A recent·survey of attitudes in the
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San Francisco Jewish community divided that community into different
"commitment" levels, based on,attitudes towards intermarriage, Jewish
day schools, the teaching of Hebrew and the teaching of Jewish history.
About 16 -per cent of those at the lowest level of commitment attended
high school on the Eastern Seaboard, and about 20 per cent of those at
the highest level of commitment attended high school in the Eastern
Seaboard.

The Jewish revival happened inside the San Francisco laboratory,

not just as a result of "immigrant" influence.
This revival was obviously associated with the rise of Israel-consciousness.
But, asked about the nature of the "revival" the prevailing sentiment
of involved observers was that while Israel was a chief impetus, it was
not the only impetus, nor the entire substance of the revival.

They say

that there is something more than Israel involved, but they' are not all
that clear about what it is.
is a "religious" revival.
among Jews..

Most, however, take pains to deny that it

One typically talks about a new IIcamaraderie"

"It is not religious, i t is a matter of Jewishness", he says.

Another say's that "it is not a religious impulse, but a matter.of belonging."
That is the conventional formulation.
One of the points of intensity in the communal resurgence is the
, r"

. Welfare Federation's Leadership Development
married Jews o

r~ ~~'I .., r,1!. (tj Xl ~J

~.oup,

comprising young

They exude the "Jewish feeling" which many people think

is too often missing.

They meet regularly, at retreats
as well as
\

evening gatherings, and their first years was heavily-spent on the
subject of Israel.

Many of them are· described as having "wept openly",

on some of these occasions.

.

The Young Leadership Development

t(.~!~>tJlrret.J

~rou~,

after its first flush of emotional involvement with Israel, also began
to hold sessions about Judaism e

But one of the leaders of this

you~g

group insisted that their 'involvement "is not religious as much as i t
is a searching for meaning which is characteristic of all young people'
these days."
generation

He said that the terms of personal reference for an earlier

l~ere

of family members who had been killed in Nazi Europe; while

the current terms of reference were the brothers or sisters or cousins
who ''had been fouled up by dope or some freak movement."

These experiences,

according to him, relate to the kind of personal meaning for which these

,

young people are searching.
Of course, it is possible that many Jews don't know "religious" when they
see it. The "search for personal meaning" does have a religious ring to it,
although, in San Francisco, an uneasy ring.

San Francisco sometimes seems

to be chiefly an incorporated series of generalized "religious" movements,
variants of meditation, beatification and cosmic consciousness, most of
which are narcissistic searches for "personal meaning", and most of l-lhich
include a disproportionate number of Jews.
However the Jewish revival in San Francisco apparently includes an increasing
number of younger

Je~s

who are searching for their personal meaning

some Jewish context, whether they consider it religious or not.

w~thin

In the

recent survey cited, about 20 per cent of·' San Francisco's Jews indicated
that they were "non-religious" rather than Reform, Conservative or Orthodox.
In a 1970 survey of San Francisco Jeloils by Fred Massarik, about 20 per cent
of the Jews indicate that they were "just Jewish", rather than Reform,
Conservative or Orthodox.
Are "non-religious" and "Just Jewish" equivalent, and what do either of
them mean?

In Simon Herman's survey of Israeli youth a few years ago,

he found that about 40 per cent identified themselves as "non-religious".

I

i

i
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That cannot be translated to mean that·Israeli youth are twice as nonreligious as San Francisco Jews.

Non-religious; in Israeli terms,

means non-observant - and being non-observant in Israel has a different
:.:--

signify a lack of relatiomship to. the synagogue.

In Massarik's survey,

almost half of San Francisco Jews said they never attended synagogue.
By that count, about twice as many San Francisco Jews as American Jews
say that they never attend synagogue.

By the same token, about twice as

many San Francisco Jews as American Jews indicate that they are "Just Jewish."
None of this means that the Jewish revival in San Francisco has not included
some strengthening of the synagogue, and some added attention to
conventionally "religious" subjects.

In a minority opinion, the President

of a Conservative Congregation says that i t is "absolutely wrong" to think
.that the "tremendous resurgence" he has seen in the past decade is not
religious.

He points to the fact that some young couples are becoming

connected to Synagogues before their
religious school.
retre~ts

children are of an age to attend

He·points to the new phenomenob of congregational

where people are interested in discussing such questions as :}lliat

does i t mean to believe in God?" .

.

~

But it is also clear that most of those who are involved in San Francisco's
J.ewish revival consider that they are "more Jewish" in a way that does not
coincide with being more religiously observant.

By actual count, there

are many more San Francisco Jews who agree strongly that it is proper
to identify Jews as "an historic group p " than there are who agree that
;

fI

i

I~

-9it is proper to identify Jews as "a religious group."
A quarter of a century ago, it was suggested that a disproportionate
number of San Francisco Jews could have been happy in an American"MOsaic
. Church", divested of ethnic factors.

Today, the comparable suggestion

might be that a disproportionate number of San Francisco Jews, could be
happy with the ethnic factors, divested of the Mosaic Church.
edge of the Jewish

reviva~

The cutting

is an ethnic revival, a particularly startling

development for San Francisco.

Indeed the San Francisco laboratory is

a good one in which to explore what an ethnic revival means in a

we11~

Americanized and de-ghettoized 1976 community.
In order for the term "ethnic" to be used sensibly in any examination,
however, it needs to be not demystified, but remystified and depoliticized.
The current political definition can be found in the U.S. Senate Report
which set up the Ethnic Herit;age Act:

t1

Groups of people sharing a common

history, identity, culture or experience."
Thus, a high school assembly series on "ethnic groups in San Francisco,"
had a homosexual to present one of the programs on the gay community.
Obviously, there is, among hOmOsexuals, a certain common experience and
common identity.

By:~the

same token, one of the leading enthusiasts of

a burgeoning American ethnicity, talks about both; women and senior citizens
as qualifying for ethnic status.

Someone else has suggested that intellectuals
,
comprise a distinctive ethnic group.
On the theory that one

neve~

wins a fight against prevailing definitions,

however faddist, the altGrn&tive necessity, is to sub-divide the definition •

..

~
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There is the ethnicity of shared circumstances; the community of fate.
These common circumstances usually start with common geography, but,
of course, can become detached from the land.

The American blacks have,

at least, a circumstantial ethnicity, a community of fate as do the
Jews - which is detached from the land, but not detached from common
origins.

Such circumstantial ethnicity, by itself and detached from

land is usually a negative ethnicity, a circle of protection against
hostility.

Those who believe that the Jews are held together only by

anti-semitism are defining a negative ethnicity.
The extension of this definition to '-Iomen, homosexuals, the aged, or
intellectuals has a certain artificiality •. Technically, there may be
common circumstances or a common fate operative, but not common origins.
At the least such a definition is restricted to a negative connotation.
Signs and slogans such as "Gay Pride" and "Senior Pride", are not so
much proclamations of pride as petitions for the absence of humiliation.
Even for groups of common origin, unlanded, the sense of identity flowing
from negative ethnicity alone tends to be thin and evanescent.

If the

negative circumstances would evaporate, so would the group.
There is,

inp~ogression,

cultural ethnicity, where a·group's circumstantial

history has been dense enough to have produced a significant and independent
expressive life: language, art,· music, dance, diet, customs, manner.

This

expressive ethnicity provides the palpable environment in which one can feel,
group solidarity and identity.

It usually·carries with it certain kinds

of values with respect to the conduct of daily life.
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At the indefinable point at which these behaviors and values take
on a common symbolic or purposive significance beyond the management
of daily affairs, a kind of radical ethnicity develops, which has yet
another,.~dded

quality.

Concepts of purposive nationalism, in an ethnic

context, such as the German "Volk" concept, 1.8 an example of a kind of
radical ethnicity,

The tribal people who evolved a religious ritual

out of their necessary annual trek to a salt location are another.
But the Jews provide the most thoroughgoing example of what might be
called radical ethnicity.

At their origins, their cultural life was

integrated with their religious life.

Unlanded and dispersed, they

developed different ethnically cultural sub-styles - in Eastern Europe,
in Western Europe and in the Arab countries.
ethnic sub-languages.

They even. developed different

It was not just an abstract religious ideology

which bound them all together, to the extent that they were; nor the
press of adverse circumstances.

There was a common culture-religion,

tied to a purposive historical experience, which bound them together in
a kind of radical ethnicity as one ethno-religious people.
fact is that their expressive

sub~styles

However, the

were integrated with their common

culture-religion, and it was through "thei<P-these -xevsr·i·ant expressive
sub-styles that they expressed their common radical ethnicity.
The question is whether a "radical ethnicity" can continue to exist in
the abstract, without expressive modes.

Does not that amount to the

"American Mosaic Church" which the Je'<1ish revival, the search for Jewish
meaning in San Francisco has rejected?

On the other hand, does an expressive

ethnicity, at least one which is unlanded, provide sought.meaning and
identity i f it is not grounded in either circumstantial or radicalethnicity?
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Is there such a thing as voluntary ethnicity?- Can one simply become an
"ethnic of one's choice?"
On that score, most of America's vaunted "ethnic renaissance" is an
empty masquerade.

In some cases it consists of communities of negative

circumstances, attempting to lay on cultural ethnicity as a psychic defense
or strategy for dissipating the negative circumstances. '-Some of the black
t

efforts at voluntary African ethnicity are examples.
has not been ethnicity but equality.

The compelling objective

Once that equality were achieved, the

emphasis on ethnicity would be shucked.

Some of the "white ethnic'"

renaissance has been of the same variety, as a kind of counter-defense.
Then, of course, there is a desperate attempt by some to revive ethnic
expressions which they had already abandoned, in the hope of finding the
roots which once produced them, and the "personal meaning" which might
then materialize.

But such voluntary ethnicity is an improbable enterprise.

In the first issue of Italian Americana, Michael P. Riccards wrote:
"When the 'ethnic' of the past felt powerless, alienated or socially
stratified, he had a rich alternative subculture on which to fall back.
A subculture with its familial concerns, its cultural roots, its neighborhood
familiarities tended to mute the hostilities of the larger world.

It

is doubtful despite all the talk of ethnic re-identity, that the 'option is
really open to third-and-fourth-generation Americans in our technocratic
world.

If this is so, then ethnic consciousness is a partly contrived

.romantic reaction, rather than a genuine search for roots.

It reminds

one of the court maidens in the eighteenth century who donned shepherd
cloaks, rode off to the fiel( s, and made believe they were returning to
nature - at least for one afternoon."

-13In a San Francisco Jewish community which is so strongly stamped thirdor-fourth-generation, how much is the "Jewish revival a "partly contrived
romantic reaction?", an exercise in voluntary ethnicity?
When Hester Street pl.ayed in San Francisco, a certain kind of ethnic
warmth bathed the environs of the theatre.

Jews strolled up and down

the waiting lines outside the theatre, greeting those who were friends and
smiling at others who

IGo~ed

as though they might have been.

Inside, there

were appreciative collective reactions to ethnic bits recalled from the dim
past, from tales told, from books read.

But as people left and streamed back

home, they \-Iere clearly the court maidens returning from an outing.
had been voyeurs.

They

Whatever was being revived in San Francisco, it was'

obviously not the European expressive style, nor could it ever agai~e •
. The current mode of expressive ethnicity in San Francisco is Israelconnected.

This is not to be equated with financial and political

support of Israel.

MOdern-day critics of the local scene criticize

"pocketbook Jewsll, who unstintingly give to and plul11P for· Israel, but
lack some other quality.

One refers to them as the "Three I Jews" -

Inheritance, Identity and Intellect - but not feeling."
What is the visible difference between Jewish cultural ethnicity,
European style, and Jewish cultural ethnicity, Israeli style; and what
is the difference between the latter and a "low ethnic ll support of Israel?
Between the first two there are the obvious differences between
Yiddishkeit and

Hebrais~_:

different phrases are spdnkled in speech;

-different kinds of books and recoxds in Jewish book stores; different
kinds of plays and musical reviews.

tow Ethnic Jews will not sprinkle

--either Yiddish or Hebrew phrases, \-1il1 generally patronize "regular"
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book stores

to buy their occasional books on Judaism or Israel, will

attend political rallies for Israel, but will be less likely to attend
Israeli cultural fairs.

Menorahs and Mogen David are now not necessarily

perceive~ as religious symbols, but as Israeli symbols~ connotative of

Israel, usually made in Israel, often bought in Israel.
"are told.

Different jokes

Nobody tells jokes about an Israeli soldier looking around and

saying ••• "A man can get,killed this way ••• "

These are not, -in sum, minor

matters, but redolent of different cultural styles, drawn from different
existential circumstances - in one case, the memory of growing up in a
country; in the other case, the memory of growing up in a family and
neighborhood, which may have carried the ghostly memory of growing up' in
another country.
"High ethnicity", in this expressive sense is not necessarily related
to religious observance.

There is no reason to believe, for example,

that the "secular Yiddishists" were any more "religious" than the low
ethnic who is a regular synagogue-goer.

They were all bound together in

ways that impinge on radical ethnicity: e.g., meanings in Jewish history,
even meanings in family life, the symbol of Jer~salem.

But it was their

various expressive styles that gave flesh to their sense of radical
ethnicity, or their sense of group belonging, whichever came first.
In San

Franc~sco,

else in America.

the European. style has been longer gone than anyt.,here
The Israel-connected expressiveness which has emerged

is therefore dramatically at the center of the Jewish revival.

There

are San Francisco Jews, some high ethnic as l-1ell as lmo1ethnic, who
worry about aspects of that Israeli-connected ethnicity.

First of all, there is a question as to how synthetic this new
expressive ethnicity is.

It is a' sharply different "ethnic revival"

than of any other American groups.

It does not relate to the direct'

cultural past, as in the case of futile attempts to Re-Europeanize
Italian Americans, or re-Africanize American blacks.
a current event; modern Israel.

It is related to

The Hebrew which the young people are

learning, the dances they are dancing, the songs they are singing, the
t

symbols they are wearing, are not contextually \-1hat their parents were
learning, dancing, singing or

~earing

a quarter of a century ago; nor

their grandparents a half century ago; not even their ancestors in Judea
twenty cerituries ago.

Expressively, i t is a kind of instant ethnicity.

Indeed, for Israelis themselves, it is a kind of instant ethnicity, as
symbolized by the, fact that a special Israeli department was established
to

fully and deliberately create the ethnic language; and by the fact

that most Israeli youth find Israel Independence Day qualitatively more
meaningful than holidays based on ancient historical events.
The

ethni~ity

of Israel has more to do with the modern state than with

the abstract biblical past; however much one may be symbolically built
upon the other.

Herman's study found that only 23 per cent of Israeli

students said that being Jewish played a "very important part" in their
lives, as against 62 per cent of their parents.

Indeed only 7 per cent

of the "non-religious" Israeli students, the growing edge of Israeli
youth, said that being Jewish was very important for ther lives, although
42 per cent of them said that being Israeli was very important for their
lives.

When these students were asked to place themselves on an Israeli-

Jewish continuum, a scale of 7, they had an ideal opportunity to declare
that "feeling Jewish" and "feeling Israeli'; was at one by placing themselves
at the midpoint.

But only a thfr:q did so.

Less than a quarter placed
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themselves on the Jewish side, and almost half on the Israeli side.
Again, among the growing "non-religious"Israeli youth, 69 per cent'
weighted themselves on the Israeli side, and only 4 per cent on the
Jewish side.

In all, the students ended up on the "Israeli" side,

the parents ended up on the "Jewish" side.
These figures must be cautiously interpreted, because of the indefinable
relationship that exists between being Israeli, and being Jewish in
Israel.

However, there are strong indications, and nost just from

such statistics, that the existential ethnicity which is developing
in Israel is·particularly related to living in that land today and on
that land today.

In short, as the European phase of Jewish life ends,

how many possibilities for Jewish life are there?
suggested that

t~ere

It has long been

are only two: a distinctive Jewish life, even of

the secular variety, in Israel; and a religious Jewish life in the diaspora.
But there now seems to be posed a third alternative: an "ethnically" Israeli
life lived in the Diaspora.

In a sense that seems to be what the bulk

of the revivalist young Jews in San Francisco are' about.
religious impulse, they have embraced an ethnicity
.

Denying the

<.<r<-.not.'~·na,t:ional:l:ty,.::q

~

'bfi't"·an •. ,ethnicity:;o. centered around Israel.

They talk about the sense

of belonging, of solidarity, of "personal meaning" which they have
acquired through this ethnicity.

One Jewish leader who talked about the

"sense of belongingll said that "if Israel were not here, I am not sure
what would happen or even whether I would be involved (in the Jewish
community)

0

l.n~shoxt'9,.;as

the.. European phase of' Jewish· life- cnds,,,,holi

many possibilities for Jewish life' are therel:,.".It""has long been sugge~te,Q
that there' 'are only' two: a distinctive Jewish life, eV'en . of;'· the secula.r.
v.a-riety" in. Israel; and a religious Je,"!,sh life .. in the .diaspora •. But.
t'heye now seems to be posed a third alternative: an "ethnically" Israeli

life ,lived in the Diaspora.
~n

a sense, that seems to be what the bulk of the revivalist young Jews

in San Francisco are about. ,Denying the religious impulse, they have
embraced an ethnicity - not a nationality,' but an ethnicity - centered
8TQund Israel.

They talk about the sense of belonging, of solidarity,

<,_.of "personal meaning" which they have acquired through this ethnicity •.
One Jewish leaders who
~I,if

ta~ked

about the "sense of belonging" said that

Israel were not here, I am not sure \"hat would happen or even whether

I.,would be involved (in the Jewish community)',! 4'
On the face of it, there seems to be an ersatz quality about such
ethnicity.

There is obviously, a strong community of fate which binds

Israeli and Diaspora Jews.

That relates to the immutability of American

Jewish support for Israel.

But can the landed, sentient "Jewishness" of

modern Israel be transferred to American Jewry - with the European ties
cut in both tountries?
Most Israelis, except the explicitly "religious" ones have not really
changed their minds on this subject.
trIs Israel central in Jewish life?
Jews decide we should be.
centre - or

J~ish

Abba Eban put it this way recently:
We can only be as central as Diaspora

One thing is certain.

Either Israel is the

life has no centrality at all.

the theories of Babylon or Pumbedita.

I do not believe in

It is only as a people in its land,

in its tongue, on its soil - that the Jewish people can hear what it has to
hear, say what it has to say, do what it has to do.

Only here can the Jeg

face mankind in his own'authentic image, and not as a marginal

~ote

in

the story of other societies."
Another

Israeli~

Yehayahu Liebowitz, put the opposite side of the coin:

"The enthusiasm of,the Jews

~

•.. -

r.-~.--

• ..-..-

abro~d

for the State of Israel is a kind of
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cover-up for a situation in which there is no real desire to fundamentally
alter the reality of assimilation •••• The sentimental awakening that
followed in the wake of the (1967) war has not been transformed into an
existential one, and this is not surprising

becG~se

from a sentimental

awakening, no existential evolution can come about."
Is the Jewish revival in San Francisco no more than "sentimental awakening",
superimposed over polf,tic?l'support for the state of Israel?

Can the

Jewish revival evolve into anything durable, even in terms of "personal
meaning," if it just attempts to be an extension of Israeli-connected
ethnicity?

If it just uses Israel as'a kind of emotional summer camp;

especially as Israel dev.elops its own distinctive national ethnicity, .
related to its own land and daily experience?

One young San Franciscan

returned from almost a year's stint in Israel, saying: "I feel more Israeli
in America than I do in Israel."
When the question is posed, revivalist San Francisco Jews
pull back from the idea of

total.~ependence

~"ill

uneasily

on Israel for "Jewishness".

As one of the leaders of the Leadership Development Committee said:
"Israel is the hook, rather than the central part of their aspiration."
There is a desire to,find, without invoking "religion", not just a
"belonging", but a belonging

~-1hich

carries some transcendent meaning.

One LDe person, stru'ggling for such a concept" said: "Look at Russia.
There are 102 nationalities, but who is it that is screaming for freedom?"
In short, there is, among this group some felt need to find a radical
ethnicitywhich includes Israel but goes beyond it.

They don't know

where to look for the expression of this ethnicity, except to Israel;
and many of them sense that it is not enough.

Others, however, - and this is the core of the ideological division
today within the San Francisco Jewish community

~

feel that an exclusive,

and somewhat artificial reliance by American Jews on Israeli-connected.
ethnicity is not only "not enough ll , but finally objectionable and
obstructive.
In typological terms, these are people who tend to be fully and actively
supportive of Israel.

They are not the former memeers of the American

Council for Judaism.

Nor do they tend to be the "liberal-universalist"

Jews, or the assimilationist Jews who are

re1~ctant

to use the phrase,

"Is it good for the Jews?" as a criterion for American Je'o1ish concern;
They are particularists in their own right, with respect to the security
and vitality of the American Jewish community as such.

They often feel

the guilt of complicity in the tendency they are concerned about, because
they are and have been typically a leadership part of the fund-raising
effort '''hich has been

80

heavily built on Israel-connected ethnicity.

They

consider themselves now a minority faction in the leadership, and are
neither organized nor publicly vocal, because of their desire not to
disturb the political snd financial unity on behalf of Israel.

They

express their appreciation of the critical role of the new Israelconsciousness, not only to the support of Israel, but to the vitality of
the San Francisco Jewish community.

But they are concerned about this.

consciousness "becoming total, Bnd taking over the American Jewish field",
as one put it. " There is America, too."

The articulated concern is

that a total preoccupation with Israel and Israeli ethnicity is leading
to a diminishing American Jewish concern with the American Jewish community,
with America and with an American Jewish role in America.
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At about the same time that the 1950 article about San Francisco was
being written, one of the most percipient managers of the American
Jewish enterprise, Isaiah Minkoff, was· saying that "the next great
task·in which the American Jewish community will be engaged is to seek
for the rationale of Jewish living here in America •••• Who are we as a
,community, especially now since the establishment of Israel.

Are we

the

American Jewish community - in diaspora; or are the Jewish communities in
t

the United States and the State of Israel tl"O different manifestations of
Jewish life in the contemporary world?"
It is this question of _American Jewish authenticity, foreshadowed by
. the creation of Israel, which is a.ppropriately enough coming to a head
in San Francisco.

The ideological division is muted, for reasons indicated

and because the ideologies themselves have not been clearly articulated,
but it is apparent· in a number of concrete issues.
There was recently, for example, an issue related to Jewish presence
in local San Francisco politics. . The lack of popular resistance to
Je~\lish

candidates is not quite the same thing as a communal presence.

As a matter of fact, the openness of a society may be a hazard for such
a communal presence.

Under those conditions, Jewish office-holders may

or may not have a strong connection to any organized segment of the
Jewish community and its concerns.

In San Francisco "government by

Commission" is a strong aspect of the local governmenta). system.

In a

study of Jewish involvement in that system, David Dallin found that one
quarter to one third of all City Commissions between 1930 and 1968
consisted of Jews, appointed by the Mayors.

That was a staggering

disproportion, and an index of integration •. When that figure dropped
to about 10 per cantin Mayor Alioto's administr.ation, it was an appropriate
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and even tardy adaptation to the newly conscious ethnic and racial groups,
which had previously been included out.

It was a further index of

Jewish integration, and certainly not a sign of nascent discrimination.
Mayor Alioto was close to the Jewish community, and a strong and vehement
friend of Israel.
However, a small . sense o'f alarm was generated at the beginning of

•

Hayor Moscone's.regime in 1976.
crimination.

~.scone

Again, there was no question of dis-

is also close to the

Je~'1ish

community, has many

Jewish associates and staff members, and is also a strong and vehement
friend of Israel.

As a member of the state legislature, he had gone to

Russia as part of a mission to Soviet Jewry.

But as the first so-called

"Power Commissions" were appointed, it was discovered that there were no
Jews on them at all, for the first time in recorded San Francisco history.
It seemed that Moscone was taking great and proper care that the "minority"
ethnic and racial group in San Francisco were fully represented, and just
did not think of the Jews as an ethnic group at all, beyond their foreign
affairs concerns.
As internal discussions started, it turned out that. a numberof Jews
agreed with him.

After all, if there 'ias no problem of anti-s·emitism,

and if there was no problem of support for Isael, then '''hy be concerned
about the absence of a symbolic Jewish presence in general communal
affairs?
This position coincided, for different reasons, with that of the·
"assimilationists" who simply agr.eed that the Jel"S were neither a
minority group nor an ethnic group of any kind, snd therefore did not
need to be considered in terms of group representation.
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It was in the IIAmerica too" faction that the lrlarms was sounded,

It

was their belief that the Jews are an identifiable (ethnic) group,
that they have group concerns which include Israel but extend to other
American affairs, and that this separate group identity should be recognized
symbolically within American pluralism.

For this purpose, of course,

appointees who are ancestrally Jewish but not otherwise identifiable
within some communal context don't fit the symbolic bill -- anymore than
they would for any other ethnic group.
This concern was transmitted to the Mayor. .Later appointments included
identifiable members of the Jewish community.

But this situation in

itself was not as troublesome to some as the symptomatic attitudes, or lack
of attitudes, in much of .the

Je~i1ish

community and its leadership. "They

seem to have lost the sense of connection,1I said one, "between the American
Je't1 and America."
But lilhat is that connection?

Is i t simply that American Jews are going

to continue to live in America, and therefore must pay sophisticated selfinterested attention to the kind of free society which will permit them
to flourish?

That has pragmatic authenticity enough for some, but is a

minimal "American Jewish ideology," and provides minimal motivation for
those who are receiving almost all of their Jel.;ish "feeling tone ll from
Israel.

When Herman asked American students in Israel, about two thirds

of them said that there was no relationship bet,,,een their feeling Jewish
and their feeling American; and about a quarter more said that they felt
less American as

a result

of feeling Jewish.

But what would a more meaningful American Jewish ideology be?

One

formulation, circulating in some San Francisco Jewish discussion circles,

!

runs syn~ptlcally like this:

I
I

.

. !I
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Difference is the metaphor of the historical Jew.

The Jew has been the

dramatically different population element in more places and at more times
in Western history

~han

anyone else.

The connotation is active: not so

much that one "is different from another," but that one "differs from
another" in belief and custom.

Most often, Jews were accepted when they

ceased to be irregular, i.e., when they ceased to be Jews.
But if active

differen6~is

the metaphor of the historical Jew, it is

also the metaphor of political freedom.

The principle of difference is

at the heart of the practical meaning of political freedom.
,

At the least,

'

it is the way to define a limited but discrete meaning of "freedom",
othenlise a multi-purpose term.

One can talk about "freedom from fear,"

or freedom from hunger," but there is a kind of freedom which hungry men
may have and sated men may not have.

There is a

~-1ay

in

~1hichit

is possible

to be free and fearful, free and at war, free and tormented, free and
passion-bound, even free and self-repressed.

What remains is a discrete

condition of political freedoin, which has to do most exactly with an
official society's relative tolerance for the direct exercise of differences
as they happen to exist at any given time.
That is no small matter.

That residual, limited quality of political

freedom is one of the principal human aspirations.

It is so because the

freedom to be different is directly related to the more exciting, pressing
and spiritual aspects of the human endeavor.
Of course, since freedom invariablet involves the" farthest reach",
achievement and competition, it invariably involves the exercise of
civility.

And that is what the basic ancient law of the Jews is about,

in the service of freedom, in stating'what one person should refrain from
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doing to another.

For example, an employer is not allowed to abuse

or cheat his workers.
go hungry.

A well-fed man is not allowed to let a poor man

A welleplaced man is not allowed to prevent a less powerful

man from 'expressing himself, or from exercising his talents.
obligations of civility.

These are

It is a quite different approach to social

compassion or social justice than by way of the principle of parity.
That is another matter.*
* In an address delivered in 1788, Joel Barlow prophetically noted that the
: ;. :: ..y.f. ~.:;( .. ,"~

word "people" had taken a different course of political meaningithan it
had in Europe. (Americans) all feel that nature has made them equal in
respect to their rights; or rather that nature has given them a common and
an equal right to liberty, to property, and to safety; to justice, government"
laws, religion and freedom.

They all see that nature has made ,them very

unequal in respect to their original powers, capacities and talents.

They

become united in claiming and preserving the equality which nature has
assigned them; and in availing themselves of the benefits, which are
designed and may be derived from the inequality, which nature has also
established."

Indeed, if the civil protection of difference is the metaphor of freedom,
then freedom is the metaphor of America.

European concepts of freedom

came to disaster, as, by no accident, the Jews can attest.

11

A fritter in

a dream," said Sholom Aleichem, "is not a fritter. It is a dream."

Such a

fritter was the European freedom, by and large, which never absorbed the
concept of civility; and 'o1hich, at best,

~Jas

never able to wed the concept

of group pluralism with that of individual liberty.

In France and Russia,

-25for example, the Jews were allowed the IIfreedomll they had almost always
had, which was no freedom at all:·to be free if they would dissolve their
group presence.
It is not, then, just that Jews happen to be free in America.

An

important meaning of Jewish history and an important meaning· of American
history coincide, in a way that has happened nowhere else.
if possible, of this

prin~iple

The maintenance,

of American freedom is not just a matter

of survival for American Jewry, and indeed for Israel.

It should be of

interest to Jews that freedom is not just another political option; it is
more than the absenee of political oppression; it is related to the possibilities of human action beyond pleasure, beyond scientific materialism,
beyond the idolatrous imitatio dei which Buber calls lIabsolute selfaffirmation. II
Such an American ideology is, of course, a strenuously abstract thrust
at a piece of radical ethnicity which entangles American Jews meaningfully
with America.
Je,~s

But i t indicates a direction in which some San Francisco

would like to see the cormnunity move in making a greater American

connection in the Jewish history which is taught in the religious schools,
in adult education programs, in the community discussions of Jewish issues.
This uneasiness, in the San Prancisco laboratory of Jewish Revival, and
the division l.,hich i t reflects, bubbles beneath the community surface.
The issue is not Israel, as it was a quarter of a century ago, but the
quality of American Jewish life in the context of Israel.

Because of

the unity of active support for Israel, even this issue tends to rise
only mistily and tangentially, as it did in the most divisive incident
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of recent years which took place at Channukah, 1975, arousing emotions
which were obviously greater than the incident itself warranted.

A

Chabad Rabbi erected a huge Menorah in Union Square, San Francisco's
l\., e.hct"l·'~

.

city-owned center-piece.

Every night the Rabbi was lifted by ~a-pickerr

to light a candle at the top of the handsome Menorah, constructed with
the help of San Francisco's leading rock Impresario.
There was a brief but furious pro-and-con, Rabbis against Rabbis, Jews
against Jews, while the rest of the community, reading about it in the
general press, just stared.

An extensive pollof the Jev1ish population

found that 41 per cent of them approved, 42 per cent of them disapproved,
and 17 per cent didn't care one way or another.

That t-las a surprising lot

of people who cared one way or another.
The chief argument proposed against the Menorah in Union Square was
that it violated American precepts of. church-state separation.
tangled technical discussion surrounded this point.

A

It was pointed out

by a lawyer's committee that the constitutional situation with respect
to religious symbols in pub1ic~p1aces was not all that clear, court case
by court case.

The

~ounter-argument

l-1asthat most of the national Jewish

agencies still had "foot in the door" concerns about religious symbols
in public places.
One public accusation was made that in the opposition" ,,,e are dealing
with the Old Guard sha-sha Jews."

That is always an easy polemic, but

the fact is that it just didn't fit, in 1975; ,anymore than it did in 1950,
and obscures any understan¢ing of '''hat the San Francisco laboratory is
really all about.

A quarter of a century ago it was noted about the

"Old Guard" leadership that "to say that they subscribe to the "craven"
theory that "Jews out of sight are Jews out of mind" is untenable; they

have not followed thatpaOttern of logic ••• they do put themselves forward
prominently (as Jews) •••• The most remarkable fact is not the vanishing
or shrinking Jew, but, on the contrary, the insistent Jew - the Jew who
insists on being a Jew despite the historical distance (and geographical
distance) from his

ethni~

origins, the thorough Americanization, the

complete lack of ghettoization, the social mobility, the freedom of
wealth, ••• and the

absenc~

of pressure."

And, in fact, there t-7as no significant difference in the stlat on this
issue between those San Franciscans who scored high on Jewish commitment
and those who score low.

About 43 per cent of the high commitment group

approved the Menorah in Union Square, as against about 41 per cent of the
low commitment group.

About041 per cent of the high commitment group

disapproved as against about 39 per cent of the low commitment group.
Obviously, a slightly higher proportion of the

1~1

commitment group

didn't care.
The chieof argument in favor of the Union Square Menorah centeJad around
expressive Jewish pride.

It was "a good feeling to see i t there;"

was a good feeling to knm4 that it was there."
a

Je~-1ish

"It

Only a f~w "'leeks before,

cro\.]d had filled Union Square at a rally to denounce the U.N.

Zionist resolution.

This was, for many, a kind of

follow-~p.

Most of

the references were to Israel, and to what had recently happened to it.
When there was raised the matter of Christmas trees which do appear in
San Francisco parks, some said: "0 Not a reliOgious symbol;"

a Menorah",

replied others, obviously not the Chabad Rabbi.

"Neither is
One Orthodox

°Rabbi explained that only i f a Menorah was displayed in a halachically
preseribed manner ,would it be religious, and since that was not the
case here, what was involved was a cultural event.

Others doubted that

the general public would be able to make that halachic distinction.
Indeed San Francisco Jews seemed to be making some distinction between
what they considered religious or non-religious symbols.

They approved

and disapproved of a possible Christmas Tree in Union Square in almost
exactly the same split proportions as they approved or disapproved
of the Menorah.

But they overwhelmingly disapproved of the idea of

a Christian Cross in Uniop Square, by more than a two to one

ratio~

Whatever the erectors of the Menorah had intended, this event was a prime
example of Israel-connected ethnicity.

One Rabbi, in fact, denounced it

as a cheapening, a "secularization" of a religious occasion.
However, most of the supporters of the event approved of it as a "Jewish
happening," an}ethnic event, the kind of assertive expressiveness they
sought in and meant by The Jewish Revival in San Francisco.
Last seen, the JCRC and the Chabad Rabbi were in a joint search for a
public place which was not publicly-owned.

But obviously something else

was involved; there is just not that much fervor about a doubtful church a
state situation.

The Menorah Incident summed up differences in the San

Francisco community.· In the first place, it tended to separate the
"High Ethnics" from the

"Lm~

Ethnics."

One distinctive characteristic of San Francisco
ethnic quality, in an expressive sense.
of "lack of

J~wishness.1I

This low

Jew~

has been its low-

Thus, the persistent complaints

ethnicity was clearly a function of

the high level of Jewish integration.

It ~as partly a function of

integration into a genteel Middle class society, where expressiveness
in general, cultural or othen~ise was muted. But, like the whole of middle
class nonaexpressiveness it was also a function of the loss of a natural
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ethnic style - in the case of the Jews - a European Jewish style.
The persistent low-ethnic San Francisco Jews were trying to make their
way with a kind of radical ethnicity which was becoming so shorn of any
kind of ethnic expressiveness, that i t seemed in fact destined to lose
its distinctive meaning' and values for them, and therefore its radical
quality.

Without circumstantial (neither land nor anti-semitism),

expressive or radical ethpicity, there presumably would have eventually
been no Jews at all.

Of course, that

l~as

never the situation in San

Francisco, nor the description of the entire Jewish community.

But it

was the hyperbolic tendency one could find in the San Francisco laboratory.
But there were the caretakers - those who knew what the message was, and
I

those who did not, but Sllbbornly maintained the structure.

Apd there

was Jewish history, there was Israel. (There is also in' the background,
a new generation which, for its mm good reasons, was looking for
expressiveness).

There ,,,as, in San Francisco a Jewish Revhral.

The San Francisco laboratory has suggested that an expressive ethnicity
was needed to rekindle the fire.

In that sense, San Francisco Jewry

has become relatively ''high ethnic" in the last decade or so.

Because

of the expressive vacuum that had exited, that high ethnicity is markedly
Israel-connected.
Given the impenetrability of Jewish history, and the mysterious nature
of the Jews as an "ethno-religious" people, it might seem presumptuous
to ask whether such an Israeli- connected ethnicity is "enough" for Jews
who are not living in Israel.
lead~rs

It is the belief of some local religious

that this expressiveness will not evaporate like a court maiden's

outing, but will naturally merge into a more-than-intellectual radical
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ethnicity by way of increased religious education and observance.

They

think the signs are already there.
The San Francisco laboratory will be a good test of that.

But it is also

appropriate for the Minkoff Question to be raised anew in the San Francisco
\

scene: to ask whether where may be an inevitably growing existential gulf
between Israeli ethnicity, and Israel-consciousness in America; l"hether,
t

under those circumstances and the fact of Israel's existence, an American
Jewish identity and viability may be dimming.
For an "America - too" faction, the Menorah Incident was just another
example fueling the fear that while the Jewi$h population is gaining a
necessary connection to Israel; it is losing a necessary connection to
America.

This faction was bothered not so much by specific disagreements

on the church-state question - but by a prevalent attitude that such
American constitutional· concerns were no longer of prime relevance to
the Jewish community.

One typical comment,made seriously was :"Church-

state, church-shmate, as long as it's Jewish."
Perhaps the main fact is that there seems to be Ii·fe in the San Francisco
Jewish community; even assisted by an advanced if somewhat subliminal
debate on Jewish identity.

As the Russian, Peter St-ruve, prophetically

wrote in 1902: "Every attempt to identify the content and the form of
the. national &thni;J spirit with one constant principle is liable
to stunt its grol-1th, to petrify and fix its content for all time •••
the national [ethni;]

natio~a1

[ethni.iJ

spirit continues to develop in the workshop of

life."

The experimental lo1orkshop in San Francisco is

still working.
;
I

·1

I
·1

I
I
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....

A quarter of a century ago, the article on San Francisco Jewry ended
up by saying that Jews were thankful that, as Jews, they were living in
San Francisco.

Today it would be more appropriate to say that the

Jews, living in San Francisco, are

th~nkful

that they are Jews.

Perhaps,

but not surely, in another quarter of a century, they may also have
- and have to have - a stronger sense of themselves as American Je,",s.

".
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